This article discusses real-life examples of how researchers and managers can make informed decisions about survey translations, regardless of whether they speak the language of the translation. Collaborating with survey translation experts, researchers and managers can identify points of confusion to facilitate better understanding among all involved, provide guidance to minimize costly and time-consuming retranslation, and reduce or prevent measurement errors that tend to occur when respondents cannot comprehend the (translated) questions as intended. We also include a case study that illustrates one monolingual English-speaking researcher’s motivation to become engaged in using and improving translations in surveys.

**INTRODUCTION**

Translation is a critical tool for researchers and managers to include non-English speakers in survey coverage and estimates. The literature on survey translation to date has been based on the processes and best practices developed for multilingual studies that are cross-national or within a single country like the United States (Behr and Shishido 2016; Forsyth et al. 2007; Goerman and Caspar 2010; J. Harkness 2003; J. A. Harkness and Schoua-Glusberg 1998; J. A. Harkness, Villar, and Edwards 2010; Sha, Park, and Pan 2012; Survey Research Center 2016). However, the literature may seem theoretical to U.S. researchers and managers who have less experience in surveying non-English speakers, who may rely on bilingual colleagues to handle non-English work, and/or who are not fluent in the language(s) in which their surveys are translated and conducted. As the lead author has advocated over the years (Sha 2004, 2005, 2017), we believe that researchers and managers who are not multilingual can effectively manage and influence multilingual research. Using real-life examples and a case study, we address two questions: What are practical ways that U.S. researchers and managers can be engaged in and improve survey translations? Why does it matter and why should they be engaged?
### Table 1 Simple reference guide comparing English and Chinese languages for survey translation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Chinese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORTHOGRAPHY</td>
<td>• Alphabetic spellings, e.g., Chinese</td>
<td>• Characters, e.g. 中文</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(WRITING SYSTEM)</td>
<td>• One set of characters</td>
<td>• Character sets: traditional and simplified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPOGRAPHY</td>
<td>• Boldface, underline, italics, ALL CAPS</td>
<td>• Boldface, underline, rarely in italics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Spacing between words</td>
<td>• Spacing between characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMBOLS</td>
<td>• X (marks a response)</td>
<td>• X (indicates negative response) and ✓ (indicates affirmative response)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ~ (indicates the end of the question text will be continued in the</td>
<td>• ~ (means “one” in Chinese)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>response categories) (e.g., this house was ~)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINGUISTIC FEATURES</td>
<td>• In general no distinct dialects</td>
<td>• Mandarin and Cantonese are major spoken dialects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Auxiliary verbs (e.g., do, be, have)</td>
<td>• In general, auxiliary verbs, tenses, and plural forms are not directly applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tenses</td>
<td>• English language survey conventions do not always “translate”, e.g. the use of symbols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Plural forms (e.g., -s, -es)</td>
<td>• Term of address “you”: 您 (respectful) vs. 你 (peer-to-peer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIOCULTURAL</td>
<td>• Survey conventions are developed in English, such as the use of</td>
<td>• Context and specific terms needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSIDERATIONS</td>
<td>symbols.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use “you” to address everyone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Generic terms possible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAKING INFORMED DECISIONS ABOUT CHINESE TRANSLATION**

Table 1 shows a simple reference guide adapted from Sha and Pan (2011) and Sha et al. (2016). It compares English and Chinese orthography, typography, use of symbols, linguistic features, and major sociolinguistic considerations for survey translation. Referring to a guide like this, researchers and managers who are not fluent in the language(s) in which the survey will be implemented can sensitize themselves to issues that might arise in the translation process and make informed decisions with help from survey translation experts.

These are some examples of using the information in Table 1 to make informed decisions about Chinese survey translations:

1. There are two primary written forms of Chinese using "traditional" or "simplified" character sets. By asking themselves what are the specific Chinese populations to be surveyed (e.g. elderly immigrants? from mainland China? Mandarin or Cantonese speakers?), the researcher or manager can make decisions on the character set in which to produce the Chinese translation, or offer translations in both character sets if the budget allows.

2. When translating an English language mail survey in Chinese, a major implication for managing the translation is acknowledging that English language survey conventions must be adapted for Chinese. For instance, Chinese characters are not alphabetical and cannot be written in lower- or upper-case letters. When specific words are shown in caps for emphasis in the English-language source question, they will require adaptations in the Chinese translation. Figure 1 shows an example from the American Community Survey (ACS) that uses uppercase letters to indicate emphasis in the words FUEL and MOST.
3. For computerized surveys, Chinese translation involving "fills" must be tailored to fit Chinese sentence structure and grammar or the translation will not make sense, like this example provided by Wang et al. (2017):

- English source ("fills" are shown in brackets): Of the people who will be living at [4600 Some Street, Apt 101], who [will] rent the house, apartment, or mobile home on [April 1, 2016]?

- Untailored Chinese translation (parallel fills are shown in brackets): 在居住的人当中, [4600 Some Street, Apt 101], 这所房子, 公寓, 或活动房屋在 [4月1日2016] 谁 @租用? (This translation says: Of the people who are living, [4600 Some Street, Apt 101], the house, apartment, or mobile home on [April 1, 2016], who [@] rent?)

To operationalize the Chinese translation in the survey, the fills should be inserted in the grammatically appropriate location in the Chinese sentence; the date should be in the Chinese convention (year, month, day); and the sentence should be restructured to reflect the future time period because the future tense does not directly apply. Without making these adaptations, systems that use the same logic programming for all languages will result in unnatural Chinese translations that use the correct characters and words but cannot be easily understood by the respondents.

**MAKING INFORMED DECISIONS ABOUT SPANISH TRANSLATION**

When the researcher or manager is familiar with the type of issues that may arise in the translation process, they can provide guidance before the translation starts. Doing so does not necessarily require language expertise.
Here are some common challenges and solutions when managing Spanish survey translations, as revealed by a translation expert review conducted by Sha and McAvinney (2017):

- Use translated words that Spanish speakers in the United States would easily understand. For example, condoms could be translated as *preservativos* or *condones*. Use the latter because it is easier to understand.

- Keep reference periods consistent in the survey context. For example, "in the past 12 months" in English is different from *durante el último año* (during the past year) because the former may span over 1 calendar year. The translation should match the specific reference period for the survey.

- Use translated questions that have been pretested and recommended in the literature. For example, if the self-rated general health question’s response category “fair” were translated in Spanish as *satisfactoria*, it would be different from the use of Spanish translation *regular* in established surveys like the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (“Cuestionario Del BRFSS 2018 (2018 Survey Questions)” 2018) and the National Health Interview Survey (“NHIS Spanish Questionnaire - Family” 2016). Using *regular* to mean “fair” was also assessed in recent research (Lee and Grant 2009; Schoua-Glusberg and Hinsdale-Shouse 2010).

**CASE STUDY: WHY SHOULD RESEARCHERS AND MANAGERS BE ENGAGED IN SURVEY TRANSLATION?**

Stephen Immerwahr is a survey methodologist who oversees the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene’s annual telephone-based adult population health survey. An experienced survey researcher, he does not speak a language other than English (monolingual). In Table 2 below, he summarizes why he became engaged in using and improving survey translations from three perspectives: total survey error, public health and health equity, and public administration. Pragmatically, Stephen notes that translations and non-English interviewing may be more cost-efficient than other efforts to reduce sample frame undercoverage, such as including zero-banks (landline exchanges with no listed numbers), refraining from screening out listed businesses, and/or adding non-area cell phone exchanges to local random digit dialing phone surveys. Although bilingual interviewers generally command higher hourly rates, they typically dial numbers already identified as belonging to a household or an individual, so their time can be spent primarily on callbacks and conducting interviews. One argument sometimes heard against including non-English languages is that sample sizes will be too small for separate analysis. While Stephen recognizes the methodological challenges in analyzing small populations, he notes that survey data collection is one
of the only ways to examine emerging issues in these populations and easy to understand translations help to encourage their inclusion in the survey estimates.

Survey translation best practices (Behr and Shishido 2016; J. Harkness 2003; Survey Research Center 2016) recommend a team approach to survey translation that includes subject-matter experts and persons helpful to the process. In this approach, researchers and managers have a key role: They know the study objectives well and the intent behind the questions. Collaborating with survey translation experts, researchers and managers can identify points of confusion to facilitate better understanding among all involved and provide guidance to minimize costly and time-consuming retranslation. When researchers and managers make an informed decision about the inclusion of additional languages and stay engaged in the process of survey translation itself, rather than handing it off to translators to "get it done", they can reduce or prevent measurement errors that tend to occur when respondents cannot comprehend the (translated) questions as intended. This way, researchers and managers can substantially improve the quality of their surveys even when they do not speak all the languages in which the survey is conducted!
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